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Chapter 1576 Cannot Let Him Live 

Tigris’ expression hardened as his hand holding the scepter trembled slightly. 

Standing at the sideline, Terrell and Norm watched the scene with their mouths agape. 

Tigris was a deity and Encanta Island’s monarch in their hearts. Everything the Duncan 
family possessed was bestowed upon them by Tigris. 

Yet, at that very moment, their deity was being thrashed into a sorry state by Kai. 

Tigris narrowed his eyes. “I can’t let this brat live.” 

An uneasy feeling surged within Tigris. He had a feeling that Kai would be the one to 
send him to his doom that day if he didn’t fight with all his might. 

He had underestimated Kai from the very beginning because he didn’t expect Kai to 
have so many secrets. 

He had Golden Dragon’s True Form, Dragonslayer Sword, Sacred Light Fist, and the 
Nine Shadows. Every one of those was an unrivaled existence in the current world. 

However, Kai hadn’t fully comprehended those techniques. If one day his capabilities 
had reached a certain cultivation level that allowed him to wield those techniques to 
their maximum capacity, it would be terrifying. 

Tigris found it hard to believe that Kai had mastered every one of those techniques by 
chance. After all, those skills were astonishing existences even a few thousand years 
ago. 

Thousands of years had passed, so how did every one of them befall Kai? And Kai 
only? 

“I definitely can’t let him continue to live on,” Tigris muttered. 

He then kicked his legs and launched himself into midair. “Prepare to die!” 

With a ferocious roar, his body burst into raging flames. He radiated an aura laced with 
a chilly energy that felt as though it came straight from hell. 

“Divine Punishment!” 

Tigris suddenly thrust his scepter toward the sky. 



The gemstone on the scepter emitted radiance brighter than the sun, which then shot 
into the clouds. 

A few Luminescence Chains constrained Kai in a blink of an eye. Meanwhile, a light 
pillar with a diameter of ten meters came crashing down, aiming at Kai from the sky. 

The Divine Punishment Tigris unleashed was more powerful than Norm’s. 

Terrell and Norm watched with slackened jaws as Tigris unleashed Divine Punishment. 
Their eyes were wide as saucers. 

The light pillar with a diameter close to ten meters was a hundred times stronger than 
the Divine Punishment they unleashed. 

The two were oblivious to the fact that Tigris had been the one who unleashed their 
Divine Punishment all along, and not them. 

Feeling the crushing pressure, Kai’s brows furrowed. 

A hum echoed from the Dragonslayer Sword in his hand, emitting a fighting spirit. 

“I didn’t know you were this belligerent.” 

Kai slid a glance at the Dragonslayer Sword before infusing all the Power of Dragons in 
his body into the sword. 

With a wave of his sword, echoes of dragon roar sounded. 

A golden dragon emerged from the Dragonslayer Sword. 

When the golden dragon charged toward the pillar of light, Kai quickly broke the 
Luminescence Chain restraining him and disappeared on the spot. 

Boom! 

Echoes of a dragon’s roar sliced through the sky as the golden dragon collided with the 
light pillar. The combination of the blinding white light and the bright golden glow looked 
like a bomb explosion. The radiance illuminated the entire Encanta Island. Even the ray 
from the sun in the sky was dull in comparison. 

Every citizen of Encanta Island had gathered outside their houses as they watched the 
glare that erupted across the sky. 

They shut their eyes tightly when the glaring light shone. 

Tigris was no exception. He raised his hand to block the gleam. 



As the radiance dimmed, Kai appeared in front of Tigris before the latter could 
comprehend the situation. 

Tigris could only watch as the Dragonslayer Sword in Kai’s hand struck the gemstone 
embedded in the scepter. 

Tigris was stunned. He tried to protect the gemstone, but it was too late. 

Clang! 

The tip of the Dragonslayer Sword had impaled the gemstone. 
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Chapter 1577 Doubt 

There was a blinding flash of colorful light, and Kai felt an immense amount of energy from 

the Dragonslayer Sword surge into his body. 

That burst of energy was so aggressive that even the Power of Dragons within Kai’s body 

was immediately shattered. 

Energy instantly filled his elixir field without stopping, and it felt like his elixir field was on 

the verge of exploding. 

His body shone with a scarlet hue that was so intense that it painted the sky red. 

Even the Dragonslayer Sword turned crimson red. 

As the ferocious energy surged into him endlessly, cracks appeared on that colorful 

gemstone. The cracks grew bigger and bigger before the gemstone shattered altogether. 

Upon seeing that, Tigris hurriedly let go of the scepter and retreated, fear evident in his 

eyes. 

“Ah!” Kai screamed, feeling as if his body was about to burst. 

Tigris began trembling as he stared at Kai before him. 
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“I-Is the blood demon going to appear?” he muttered fearfully as the domineering pressure 

Kai exuded forced him to his knees. 

Kai’s eyes soon turned bloodshot. 

He growled again as a surge of energy burst forth from him, creating a strong hurricane that 

sent rocks flying. 

Tigris steeled himself against that gale with all his might while Terrell and Norm were 

thrown into the air before crashing onto the ground hundreds of meters away. 

“I will never let you control me!” 

Out of the blue, a flash of golden light appeared on Kai’s forehead as he started reciting the 

calming incantation. 

At the same time, the charm Flaxseed handed to Kai flew out of his clothes before bursting 

into flames. 

The fumes wafted into his nose and entered his body. 

While Kai recited the calming incantation, he harnessed his Focus Technique and started 

refining the terrifying energy within him. 

Gradually, the scarlet light around his body dimmed before vanishing completely. 

Kai returned to his previous appearance, but his aura evidently intensified. 

“It’s all thanks to Mr. Flaxseed’s charm,” Kai said, heaving a sigh of relief. 

He didn’t expect a tiny gemstone to contain such massive energy that almost gained control 

over his body. 

Tigris’ confidence had dissipated, leaving only terror as he gazed at Kai. 

“I wonder what else you can use against me without that scepter. Show me what you’ve got 

now!” Kai snarled, staring coldly at Tigris. 



Tigris made no reply and cast his gaze on Norm and Terrell. 

“Come here,” Tigris ordered the two. 

Terrell and Norm hesitated for a moment. 

They had always viewed Tigris as a deity, but now when they saw Kai gain the upper hand, 

their confidence in Tigris’ ability was starting to waver. 

Seeing the two hesitate, Tigris yelled angrily, “Come here right now! Do you want to receive 

Divine Punishment?” 

Only then did the two move over reluctantly. 

“How dare you doubt a deity? I gave you everything, but now, I’m taking them back.” 

Suddenly, Tigris raised his hand, and Terrell’s body began to glow. 

“Dad!” Norm immediately shouted in a panic upon seeing that. 

Kneeling, Terrell begged desperately, “Please have mercy on me, Tigris! Please!” 
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Chapter 1578 Give Me Strength 

However, no matter how desperately Terrell pleaded, his cultivation level and spiritual 
energy instantly vanished and entered Tigris’ body. 

Terrell collapsed against the ground. Now that he had lost his cultivation, he was 
nothing but an ordinary man. 

“Ah!” Terrell howled in despair, unable to accept such a punishment. 

To him, such a punishment was worse than death. 

The insane Terrell then smashed his head against a huge rock beside him. 

Upon losing everything he ever treasured, he also lost the courage to live. 

Bam! 



Immediately, his head cracked open, and his brains spewed out. His eyes were still 
wide open when he breathed his last. 

“Dad!” 

Norm dashed over and burst into tears while hugging his father’s body before turning to 
glare at Tigris. 

The initial respect in Norm’s eyes was replaced with rage. 

“There’s no need to look at me like that. Everyone on Encanta Island is simply a vessel 
containing spiritual energy that I reared. I can take back everything you have at any 
time. Without me, how can your family enjoy such benefits? It’s your privilege to 
sacrifice yourselves for my sake! Now that your father is dead, you’re next.” 

Tigris lifted his hand, and a ray of light enveloped Norm as well. 

Just then, Kai appeared before Norm in a flash, and with a wave of his hand, he forced 
Tigris to retreat. 

“You’re just a tiger demon. How dare you call yourself a deity and snatch everything 
from humans? You think too highly of yourself!” Kai declared icily before swinging his 
fist at Tigris. 

The punch brought with it a strong gust of wind that was more intense than the previous 
one, and upon seeing that, Tigris chose not to confront Kai head-on. 

Instead, he quickly retreated and shot bursts of spiritual energy at Kai to weaken the 
power of the latter’s punch. 

However, it was useless. Despite sucking Terrell’s spiritual energy, he stood no chance 
against Kai now that he had lost his scepter. 

Boom! 

Kai landed his fist on Tigris’ chest, and immediately, the latter catapulted into the air. 

Leaping into the air, Kai threw another punch. 

As he hovered in midair, he struck Tigris with around a dozen punches, and every 
single punch hit the latter’s body squarely and precisely. The latter was utterly 
defenseless against Kai’s attacks. 

Finally, Tigris roared, and the entire forbidden ground began to fall apart. 



Soon, ripples appeared in the void around them, and surprisingly, they landed in the 
middle of a valley. 

A stone statue about a dozen meters tall stood in the valley. 

Interestingly, the statue was identical to the one in the temple. 

Kai noticed a faint stream of spiritual energy flow into the statue endlessly from all 
around, so immediately, he cast his spiritual sense at the statue and detected 
fluctuations of spiritual energy. 

“Is this the true master of Encanta Island?” Kai muttered, his brows furrowing. 

Just then, the statue began emitting a golden hue, and instantly, Kai’s spiritual sense 
was cut off. 

He could not help but take a few steps back from the strong impact. 

Meanwhile, Tigris, who was covered in blood, kneeled devoutly before the statue. 

“Master, please give me strength!” 

Soon, the stone statue glowed, and a column of light shot toward the sky before 
spreading and enveloping Encanta Island. 

The dense spiritual energy on Encanta Island instantly vanished, and speckles of light 
began floating off everyone on Encanta Island. 

Those tiny speckles of light were the spiritual energy of everyone on Encanta Island, 
and it was all absorbed. 
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Chapter 1579 Meaningless 

Speckles of light also rose from Norm’s body, and he felt his spiritual energy disappear. 

“No, no!” he yelled. 

He tried to stop his spiritual energy from seeping out but to no avail. 
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Seeing that, Kai frowned and released a ray of golden light that enveloped Norm. 

With the golden light shielding him, the remaining spiritual energy in Norm’s body finally 

stopped draining out. 

Immense spiritual energy began to gather in the air above the island. 

“I can’t let you have your way.” 

At the sight of that, Kai leaped into the air, and his body began glowing a bright, golden 

light. A faint layer of mist covered his fist. 

“Sacred Light Fist!” he yelled, punching the stone statue. 

I can’t let this statue suck all the spiritual energy! Otherwise, even if there were hundreds of 

me, I would still be no match for that tiger demon! 

Boom! 

However, following his punch, Kai was thrown back by a huge force of rebound energy. 

There seemed to be something protecting the statue from all harm. 

Tigris was still kneeling reverently before the statue, ignoring Kai’s attacks. 

A ray of light from the statue’s forehead shone on Tigris. 

Kai then grabbed his Dragonslayer Sword and swung it at Tigris with all his might. 

Since I can’t destroy that statue, I’ll attack this tiger demon! 

A golden dragon appeared and roared midair before charging toward Tigris with its mouth 

wide open. 

However, Tigris remained kneeling on the ground with his head lowered, as if oblivious to 

the danger he was in. 

Boom! 



Two beams of light shot out from the statue’s eyes and pierced the golden dragon, making 

it dissipate. Through it all, Tigris did not even lift his head. 

As more and more spiritual energy gathered in the sky, they formed the shape of a sun. Kai 

grew increasingly anxious. 

He never expected a mere statue to hold that much power. 

Wielding his Dragonslayer Sword, he tried striking Tigris again and again, for he knew as 

long as Tigris was dead, there was nothing the statue could do, regardless of its power. 

“Nine Shadows!” Kai yelled, waving his sword repeatedly as the terrifying sword energy 

howled. 

The sword energy rushed toward Tigris, but it was instantly blocked by the beams of light 

from the statue’s eyes. 

Gritting his teeth, Kai continued swinging his sword. Even the air began trembling, affected 

by the continuous waves of sword energy. 

Tigris lowered his head and felt the aura within him intensify rapidly as the statue’s power 

surged into him. 

The amount of spiritual energy in the sky had reached an indescribable scale. 

Kai raised his head and took a look. While wearing a grim expression, he let out an angry 

roar, and his body shone even brighter. 

Yet, no matter what attack he unleashed, he couldn’t break the statue’s defenses. 

Watching as the spiritual energy in the sky had reached its maximum, Kai clenched his jaw 

and gave up on attacking Tigris. Instead, he leaped into the air and propelled himself 

toward the ball of spiritual energy. 

Norm stared in shock as Kai charged toward the sun-like ball of light. The latter’s feeble 

body was nothing compared to the colossal energy. 

Even though Kai knew he stood no chance and his actions were meaningless, he still wanted 

to try and do something. 



If this gigantic ball of spiritual energy explodes, the impact would be unimaginable. Encanta 

Island may even disappear as a result! 

As he charged toward the ball of spiritual energy, a red glow emerged on the statue’s head, 

and the ball of spiritual energy also shot out a beam of light. 
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Chapter 1580 Vanish 

The statue greedily absorbed the spiritual energy from the ball of light. 

Noticing that, Kai used his body to cut off the stream of spiritual energy between the statue 

and the ball of light. 

An enormous burst of energy hit Kai and surged rapidly into his body. 

The surge of energy was even more violent than the energy released when the gemstone 

shattered. 

Soon, Kai’s elixir field and every part of his body were filled to their brims with spiritual 

energy, but the energy from the ball of light did not stop gushing in. 

He felt as if he was about to burst. His body expanded in size, and cracks even started 

appearing on his skin. 

“Ugh!” Kai bellowed. 

He could feel countless explosions going off in his body. 

Meanwhile, Tigris’ aura had also changed drastically, and his cultivation level was reaching 

the Manifestor stage. 

Soon, a massive wave of energy caused Tigris’ body to instantly transform. His terrifying 

tiger head slowly disappeared, replaced by a young man’s face. 
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Due to that strong wave of energy, the ball of light shrunk, and Kai finally got the chance to 

take a break from all the energy rushing into him. 

“Haha! I reached a new cultivation level!” 

Tigris touched his face and bowed before the statue. 

“Master, I swear to follow you my entire life and help you reincarnate!” he declared and 

stared greedily at the ball of light hanging in the air. 

To Tigris, who had just reached Manifestor level, that immense energy could help him 

improve efficiently. 

Kai’s face darkened considerably when he sensed the change in Tigris’ aura. 

Noticing Tigris’ hungry look, Kai knew he couldn’t let Tigris suck all the spiritual energy in 

that ball of light. 

Otherwise, no one in Encanta Island, or even the whole world, could stop Tigris. 

Gritting his teeth, Kai stared intently at the ball of light filled with spiritual energy. A glint of 

fiery determination emerged in his eyes before he charged toward it. 

I will use my body to make that ball of light explode! I must not let him get his hands on 

that power! 

Instantly, he was swallowed by the ball of light. 

Dazzling streaks of light burst forth, completely enveloping Kai’s body. 

At that moment, Kai’s body was continuously twisting and contorting, as if he had entered 

another dimension. 

He had long lost consciousness from the agonizing torture ravaging his body. 

If not for his strong physique, he would have been torn into pieces already. 

A vast amount of spiritual energy rushed into Kai’s body endlessly. 



His body expanded as blood seeped out of his skin, coloring him scarlet. 

Boom! 

A loud explosion sounded, and all the light dissipated. There was not a sliver of spiritual 

energy left in the air. 

However, Kai had also disappeared. 

“What a shame.” 

Tigris shook his head in disappointment, but it wasn’t because he had lost the chance of 

obtaining all that spiritual energy, for he could always gain it from the inhabitants of 

Encanta Island. 

Instead, he was disappointed that Kai’s powerful physical body, Golden Dragon’s True Form, 

was lost forever, for it was a rare, precious treasure. 

Someone with Golden Dragon’s True Form was rare even among the Draconians. 

Peace was restored on Encanta Island when the light enveloping the island disappeared, and 

everyone returned to work. 

To them, the scene just now was nothing but a marvelous spectacle. 

However, Norm, who saw everything clearly, was utterly stunned. 

The battle he saw completely blew his mind. 

All those years in Encanta Island, he had thought that Diego’s Nascent Soul level was the 

peak of spiritual energy cultivation. 

However, Kai, also a Nascent Soul, had been turned into dust and vanished. 

 


